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 There has been much discussion on recent years on 

the issue of our architectural heritage. From the destruction 

of the of Jai-Alai building on Taft Avenue, to the demolition 

of the Avenue and Galaxy theaters in downtown Manila, to 

the(horrific but thankfully halted)erection of a sports center 

abutting the historic palisade of Intramuros , the extermina-

tion of these bookmarks to our “designed past have been a 

cause for concern for many architects and advocates. Yet it 

continues to beg the question, how old should architecture 

be before we classify it a “heritage”? Many state forth-

rightly 50 years old before we should bother with its conser-

vation.  A counter –argument is, however that the number 

50 is arbitrary and has no real meaning. 

 

 A more satisfying answer to this question would be 

to say that architecture as part of our heritage when it enters 

our collective memory and thus becomes significant to us as 

a people.  When the structures become landmarks and em-

body memorable events on our shared and personal histo-

ries, when they are missed with their disappearance., and 

when their continued existence identifies who we are and 

why we are, then architecture should be determined as part 

of this heritage which should be kept for future generations, 

no matter how old it is. 

 And there are, in fact, many such places of memories around us. Only has to really see and remember. They are, in truth, 

closer than we think.  One such place may be found in The University of the Philippines campus in Diliman, Quezon City. 

 

The UP campus is known for its many interesting architectural heritage sites.  From the much photographed Quezon Hall by 

National artist Juan Nakpil serving as a magnificent backdrop to the Oblation by Guillermo Tolentino, to the memorably significant 

Chapel of the Holy Sacrifice by National Artist Leandro Locsin, the campus of the national University is rightly a frontrunner in any 

list of Philippine architectural heritage sites.  It is a built monument to Philippine architectural history of the recent period. 

 

Not well known to many, however, is the fact that Up Diliman also has, within the confines of its campus, a marvelous col-

lection of vintage houses, intended as housing for faculty members when UP moved to Diliman in 1948, these structures started out 

as cogon roofed cottages left behind by the former tenants of Din Mariano Tuason, the former owner of the Diliman property.  These 

were later replaced by vernacular sawali houses, which dotted the campus, and later on by housing prototypes designed by then cam-

pus architect, Cesar H. Concio. 

 

 These houses remain to this day and still strongly bear the flavor of the 1960’s –single-storied residences with double-pitched 

roofs, wood paneled walls with stone accents.  In these houses, National Artists and National Scientists have lived and still live, as 

well as numerous other artists, musicians, educators, scientists, and academicians. 

 

 Architect Gerard Lico, known for his writings on early and contemporary 20th Century Philippine architecture, is one to have 

recently acquired one of these houses for lease, albeit in dismal condition brought about by sheer neglect and age.  Lico , realizing 

the potential of the house , set to work trying to recapture the essence of early 60’s Modernism within the necessary confines of 

budget and comfort. 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: Texture galore—Lico’s living area is a clash of different textures—decorative tiles on  the 

walls, fur-covered upholstery on the one-seater sofa, wood and glass on the furniture pieces—that  

 

Above:  Lico maintained the 1960’s look of the house with its double pitched ceiling that 

forms a slight barrel-vault form and wooden panel walls..  Now wall in the common areas 

reaches the ceiling to better appreciate its original design.  

 

Above: awning-type windows and fixed glass transoms that follow the slight barrel 

vault ceiling’s profile allow for a radiant atmosphere in Lico’s interiors.  Seen also are 

louver-type vents—a distinct feature of 1960’s residential design.  



The exterior needed judicial cleaning. The inner structural system needed retro-fitting, and much of the interior partitions needed 

replacement.   Just as rehabilitation work was extensive, it was exacting.  The process demanded a seminal knowledge on open and 

modular planning, all while espousing Modernist tenets of industrial efficiency at the least cost, with an eye for streamlined design 

and geometric fluidity. 

 

Lico started by redesigning the main entrance and created a small hallway that opens into a compact living area replete with 

the period’s double-pitched roof with awning –type windows under fixed glass transoms and wood paneled finishes with cut-stones 

accents. Little has changed, and the original louvered entrance doors now fit in perfectly as doors to Lico’s CD library of vintage 

Filipino films and collectibles. 

 

 Scouring around junkshops and recently discarded Modernist buildings of the era, Lico sought to incorporate modernist ac-

cents, buildings ideas and furniture within careful “retro” precepts that would enhance Concio’s modernist housing prototype, yet 

avoiding blind and bland Periodism.  There are, in fact, a few classical touches to the ensemble, if only to emphasize that even 

Modernism sought its roots in basic stripped-down classicism. The use of wood veneers plywood console and side tables balance 

out the whimsical art pieces and pottery.  Lico also makes use of mix-and-match uncoordinated chairs f the period for his dining 

table to break conventional ideas of formal dining rooms and classic repetition.   

 

 Period artworks as well as contemporary minimalist works that exude Swedish-chrome and leather sensibilities cap the de-

sign. The interior’s “sputnik” lamps and fuzzy area rugs remind us of how far away we are from a lost era, when plywood was king 

and plastic was a new “space-age” product for every man. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Yet, it is a lived-in space.  Nothing here is contrived, and surfaces and materials speak of the house and its era.  Lico has 

succeeded in recreating a 60’s feel in a contemporary lifestyle, honoring a heritage while expressing the identity of the occupants.  

It further recognizes and reinforces the architectural and social spirit of the place. The Lico house shows that even things of the re-

cent past are worthy of notice.  It makes a rather persuasive point that architecture need not be important only for its age but also 

for what is invisible to the eye. 

 

Left:  the dining area is a simple affair, with only 

a modern hanging lamp and contemporary vases 

adorning this section.  Bounding it form the liv-

ing area wooden braces that serve as posts.  

Left: Modern decorative tiles bestow a touch of 

the contemporary on this otherwise vintage 

house 

 

Above: Lico’s small TV den is provided mood lighting by a 

floor lamp he himself assembled.  Posters of old movies and his 

vast collection of DVD’s are like color swatches that adorn the 

walls of this room  


